Dear Editor,

With interest we read the article by Raney et al. \[[@CR1]\] in which they developed a prediction rule to identify patients with neck pain who are likely to improve with cervical traction. We agree with the authors that external validation is needed before the rule can be implemented in routine clinical practice. However, we doubt that this rule will be valid in an external population, because some analytical choices made by the authors probably hamper external validity.

First, they did not apply the rule of thumb of at least ten events per variable \[[@CR2]\], which introduces bias into the tests of significance. The exact number of variables is not mentioned, but exceeds the advised amount of three variables (30 events) by far. Second, continuous variables were dichotomized based on their optimal cutoff point. This inflates the type I error rate and may result in wrongful identification of a variable as prognostically relevant \[[@CR3]\]. Furthermore, categorisation of continuous variables before entering them into a stepwise logistic regression selection procedure may also result in the wrong predictors in the final model \[[@CR4]\], and a poorer performance of the model \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\].

These analytical choices finally lead to the prediction rule through a stepwise logistic regression procedure, of which the selection criteria are not mentioned. The characteristics of the prediction rule are presented in Table 3 and 4 \[[@CR1]\]. However, we would like to point out that Table 4 contains several incorrect values (e.g. sensitivity = 0.83, instead of 0.30, and specificity = 0.42, instead of 0.97, if ≥2 predictors are present) \[[@CR1]\].

In conclusion, we think that this prediction rule most likely only applies to the development population and will lack external validity.
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